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Problem Statement

The UMN Student Organic Farm regularly hosts groups of students for tours and 
field trips. For some visitors, it might be their first time stepping foot on the 
grounds of a farm. The farm visit experience for these students could be 
enhanced via hand-on educational tools. The objective of this project is to 
develop accessible, fast, and easy-to-use teaching tools to pique visitor’s 
interest in food production, soil health or entomology on the UMN student 
organic farm.

Secondarily, we’re aware that schools in urban areas lack emphasis on 
agricultural education. The secondary objective of this project is to develop a kit 
containing demonstrations of interest to science teachers and that can be used 
to supplement current environmental science curricula. Future dissemination of 
kits to schools is planned.

What is Cornercopia?

The main goal and purpose of the UMN Student Organic Farm is education. Each 
year it provides a variety of learning opportunities to a diverse group of people 

• University of Minnesota students in the Apprentice program experience a 
full hands-on year at the farm. This includes planning, planting, upkeep, 
harvesting, marketing, and cleanup.

• The Minnesota-wide community is served by providing a space for 
research to take place, both at the graduate and undergraduate levels. 

• Students, alumni and the Twin Cities community at large can take 
advantage of Cornercopia’s tours, events, and partnerships with other 
University organizations.

• The younger among the Twin Cities community can experience 
Cornercopia’s tours and premises through field trips and other educational 
events, such as the recent Destination Discovery

Learning Outcomes

By speaking to UMN Extension employees and investigating 
educational resources of different media, I have obtained a 
better understanding of what constitutes a good demonstration 
and of how to plan a lesson, regardless of subject.

My project was different from that of my other Markhart
classmates because I did most of my work from home instead 
of on-site. Courtney Tchida the Student Organic Farm 
Coordinator was my supervisor, but was someone to check in 
with rather than directly report to, meaning much of my 
scheduling and workflow fell to me. I am comfortable managing 
my time and projects, but have not before been in charge of so 
much of the interpersonal coordination between other parties. 
Being used to working primarily on my own schedule, this was a 
good learning experience for me to have and I’m sure will be 
useful going forward. 

Deliverable
The number one deliverable for this project is an educational kit. It includes the 
materials and instructions for four different demonstrations. 

• Soil Structure and Erosion
• Pest Information Gathering
• The Importance of Groundcover
• Different Farm Styles

The designs of these demonstrations are targeted at an urban middle- to high-
school audience and designed to provide information and provoke curiosity into 
different aspects of our food production system by being highly visual, 
interactive, or both. 
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Overall Goal
The goal of this project was to develop an educational resource that is

• Easy to use for presenters of any discipline
• Engaging and absorbable for middle to high school students with any 

amount of agricultural background.
This took the form of a kit that includes materials and instructions for several 
demonstrations. However, most of the materials in this kit are inexpensive 
and so at the cost of some extra effort on the part of the end user, we could 
make the instructions available online and the kit could be pieced together 
with the provided materials lists. 
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